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NOTE: This document is a work in progress. Parts II
and III, in particular, are in need of further develop-
ment, and we invite the submission of additional
learning experiences and local performance tasks for
these sections. Inquiries regarding submission of
materials should be directed to: English Language
Arts Resource Guide, Room 681 EBA, New Yo r k
State Education Department, Albany, NY 12234 (tel.
518-474-5922).
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LISTENING AND READING – 
students will

▲ gather/interpret information 

▲ select information

▲ select/use strategies 

▲ ask specific questions

SPEAKING AND WRITING – students will

▲ present information clearly

▲ use traditional structures

▲ use details, examples, anecdotes

▲ include relevant information

▲ use process of pre-writing

LISTENING AND SPEAKING – students will

▲ listen attentively/recognize

▲ recognize kind of interaction appropriate

READING AND WRITING – students will

▲ exchange friendly notes

▲ adjust vocabulary/style

RESEARCH LOCAL COMMUNITY – 
students will

▲ explore different experiences, beliefs,
motives, traditions

▲ visit historic sites/museums

▲ actively engage in creation/performance
in the arts

Community-Based Research

To modify the project:

K-2:  have students interview one or two
grandparents at a time; focus on family
research; or look at one topic at a time such
as food, recreation, school, transportation,
or medicine.

7-8:  extend the research project by compar-
ing and contrasting the stories collected to
one another and to a famous figure of the
period; focus the study on one aspect of
social studies, for example economics, poli-
tics, or geography.

For other geographical areas try researching
a factory, railroad, members of a senior citi-
zen center, an ethnic neighborhood, or a
hamlet.

S
tudents develop and use research and

writing skills to the extent that they

are part of a community. Community

develops when the classroom models col-

laboration and creates many opportunities

for student collaboration. This project built

upon the many connections among stu-

dents fostered in the classroom and as able

to connect students with the families or

classmates, the residents they interviewed

and with the community at large. The best

help, the best motivation, the best audience

and the most lasting learning came from the

circles or community formed around the

Trout Brook project.
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An inquiry fueled by interviewing  brought out
the stories of the people who had lived along a
brook in the community. These young
researchers took responsibility for their own
learning and for sharing the unique material
such inquiry yielded. They struggled with the
real challenges of research, recording and
organizing the information gathered and
keeping track of that information as they
revisited it over extended time to develop it.
During the project and at the culminating
activity students used the arts to enhance their
understanding of the experiences they had
researching the area under study.

The authenticity of the project promoted re s p o n s i b i l-
i t y. Students took responsibility for their interview
and for their resident by making the arrangements
to meet, by being pre p a red to ask questions and
re c o rd information, by keeping track of the materi-
als and by keeping in touch with the resident. They
showed responsibility for the integrity of the pro-
ject by struggling to get the story ‘”right.”

The project extended the teachers’ thinking. They
developed new appreciation for the area
researched. They saw how modeling collabora-
tion for students provided a scaffold for stu-
dents’ partners to use in dividing up the work
and getting along.  They learned what powerful
support for student learning exists right around
the school in the form of parents, resource peo-
ple, and public and private collections of arti-
facts. They learned how independent and
responsible young students can be given a
strong sense of belonging to a community they
helped to create.

STUDENTS NEED TO BE ABLE TO:

Clifton West, Haguetown historian, 90 plus years of age.

■✔ work independently with an adult
unknown to them before the project
began

■✔ generate questions related to a topic

■✔ record answers to those questions

■✔ ask follow-up questions to get more
information

■✔ e x p ress interest in someone’s personal
s t o r y

■✔ use notes and transcripts to organize a
report

■✔ compose and revise their version of what
someone said 

■✔ verify the accuracy of dates, names,
places and events

■✔ reflect on their work
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THE STUDENTS:

■✔ choose a person to interview from the “people
available’’ list

■✔ contact the person about the project to set up an
interview 

■✔ conduct an interview

■✔ outline and/or draft a report and write follow-
up questions

■✔ write reports, revise and correct

■✔ Celebration Day—plan activities to celebrate the
project (music, skits, community service etc.) 

THE TEACHERS:

■✔ establish list of people will-
ing to be interviewed
including possible topics 

■✔ coordinate interviews

■✔ provide written histories
from some unable to be
interviewed for those stu-
dents who could not
arrange for or conduct an
interview

■✔ establish time and place
for follow-up interviews 

■✔ edit pieces and give mini-
lessons based on needs of
the group 

■✔ arrange guests for whole
class to interview to give
broader view of area
under study

■✔ procure Moines or other
resources for publishing
the students’ reports 

■✔ work with production people on booklet

■✔ Celebration Day—arrange time, place and transportation for celebration of the project

Learning Experiences 4

Student interviewing his grandmother.

Partners sharing photographs with person interviewed.
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Options: 
■ letters from residents who could not be interviewed pro-
vided for students dependent on such 

■ facts from an interview done by the teacher provided for
students with severe cognitive disabilities

■ additional adult (parents and assistant) support provided
at interview time for students who need the supervision
and/or assistance 

■ first-round interviews could be set up at school so stu-
dents do not have to find transportation to the home of
the resident  

■ follow-up interviews arranged close to where most of
the residents live (a community center) at a time when
teachers, parents and an assistant would be in the same
large room with students to help as needed

Resources:
■ tape recorders and tapes for students who do not

have these items

■ directory of residents’ addresses and phone num-
bers developed by the teacher 

■ mini-lessons—interviewing, organizing informa-
tion, elaborating, checking accuracy, social uses of
language for notes, phone calls and other lessons
as needed 

■ publishing—typist, printer, photograph collecting,
labeling and storing

Implementation: 
■ twenty-five class periods 

■ 5 week unit spread out over a school year to allow for:
✓ letters to go out and come back
✓ interviews to occur
✓ follow-up contacts to be made
✓ publication to take place

PROJECT SUPPORT AREAS:
■ art instruction in sketching from nature and still lifes

■ photographs of the area from private collections on long-term loan

■ processing of writing, revising and editing

■ examples of local history texts done by other groups of students

■ more time spent on sharing completed interviews to help others prepare
to learn as much as possible in the limited interview time

■ more time asking individuals to share what was working and what was
not to help students make more thoughtful choices about how and when
to interview, organize, write and rewrite 

■ time to compare and contrast the stories gathered and make connections
among them

Interview Questions
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Assessment:
■ checklists used to see that students are completing the steps in the process

■ observations of mock interviewing 

■ drafts done from mock interviewing 

■ worksheet asking for follow-up ques-
tions

■ tape recording of interviews 

■ informal sharing of stories
from the first interviews

■ elementary rubrics estab-
lished for drafts

■ participation in Celebration
Day

■ class discussion as to what
should be included, how
much is needed

ASSESSMENT
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Class of 1896-97.
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Students interviewing Vedna Armstrong. ☛

First page of Vedna Armstrong’s Memories.


